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Abstract
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In this study, a commercial uniform field drift tube ion mobility-mass spectrometer (IM-MS) was
utilized to measure the gas-phase conformational populations of three well-studied proteins:
ubiquitin (8566 Da), cytochrome c (12,359 Da), and myoglobin in both apo and holo forms
(16,951 and 17,567 Da, respectively) in order to evaluate the use of this technology for broadscale
structural proteomics applications. Proteins were electrosprayed from either acidic organic (pH
~3) or aqueous buffered (pH ~6.6) solution phase conditions, which generated a wide range of
cation charge states corresponding to both extended (unfolded) and compact (folded) gas-phase
conformational populations. Corresponding collision cross section (CCS) measurements were
compiled for significant ion mobility peak features observed at each charge state in order to map
the conformational landscapes of these proteins in both helium and nitrogen drift gases. It was
observed that the conformational landscapes were similar in both drift gases, with differences
being attributed primarily to ion heating during helium operation due to the necessity of operating
the instrument with higher pressure differentials. Higher resolving powers were observed in
nitrogen, which allowed for slightly better structural resolution of closely-spaced conformer
populations. The instrumentation was found to be particularly adept at measuring low abundance
conformers which are only present under gentle conditions which minimize ion heating. This work
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represents the single largest ion mobility CCS survey published to date for these three proteins
with 266 CCS values and 117 ion mobility spectra, many of which have not been previously
reported.

1. Introduction
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The proteins cytochrome c, ubiquitin, and myoglobin are among the three most studied
analytes in ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) research with over one thousand
collision cross section (CCS) measurements published for these three proteins. The large
number of reported CCS values is attributed in part to the high degree of structural
heterogeneity exhibited by proteins, but is also a result of unique CCS values populated by
each of the numerous charge states formed during the electrospray process as well as the
necessity to report gas-specific CCS measurements, such as those obtained in nitrogen and
helium drift gases. Additionally, these proteins are considered model systems by the IM and
MS communities, and as such the reporting of CCS measurements serves as a form of
validation for new IM techniques and approaches.[1] Despite their use as analytical
standards, there is a great deal of ion mobility information which is still unavailable, such as
conformer populations for specific charge state and the relative populations of conformers
across different drift gases.
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Ubiquitin, cytochrome c, and myoglobin were extensively studied by ion mobility in the
1990s during a period of foundational activity in biological IM-MS, initiated in response to
the development of ESI and MALDI techniques. Electrosprayed cytochrome c was the first
protein IM spectrum published. The spectrum was obtained by Richard Smith and coworkers
at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) using a drift tube operated at ambient
pressure.[2] Higher resolution IM measurements of cytochrome c were later described by
Herbert Hill and coworkers and demonstrated charge state separation for ESI generated
protein ions.[3, 4] The CCS of ubiquitin, cytochrome c, and myoglobin were initially
determined by Douglas and coworkers using an energy loss technique implemented in a
triple quadrupole MS, which indicated that protein CCS values depended on the nature of
the solvent system used (i.e., aqueous or organic).[5] A few years later, Clemmer, Jarrold
and coworkers described the first of a series of extensive CCS surveys of protein charge
states and conformations for these three proteins.[6–9] In these studies, CCS values were
measured using a drift tube operated in helium drift gas (DTCCSHe). These first IM-MS
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measurements are considered seminal contributions to the field of quantitative ion mobility
research, and CCS values for these proteins are routinely used for calibration and validation
of ion mobility instrumentation and related techniques.[10–15]
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Ubiquitin, cytochrome c, and myoglobin exhibit similar behavior in the IM-MS experiment:
higher charge states present themselves as a single or narrow distribution of conformers,
whereas intermediate charge states populate a wide range of conformers that span a large
CCS range. The relative populations of conformers observed at these intermediate charge
states are highly sensitive to experimental conditions such as solution phase pH, ion source
temperatures and voltages, as well as gas-phase ion heating.[7, 8, 16, 17] At low charge
states, these proteins exhibit a narrow set of conformers which lie in the range of
theoretically predicted CCS values obtained from X-ray crystal structures. It is also unclear
whether the drift gas composition directly affects the conformational landscapes sampled by
the IM-MS experiment, as previous work has suggested.[18]
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In this study, the three proteins, ubiquitin, cytochrome c, and myoglobin, are analyzed using
contemporary drift tube IM-MS. This study serves three primary purposes: (1) to evaluate
the use of a commercial drift tube instrument for structural proteomics applications, (2) to
bring together ion mobility findings for different charge states and drift gases into a single
body of work, and (3) to confirm previous observations regarding the conformational
populations of these proteins. The instrument used here is a commercial IM-MS developed
by Agilent Technologies which is based on extensive IM-MS research from Richard Smith
and coworkers at PNNL. This instrument is based on a PNNL IM-MS design[19, 20] which
utilizes electrodynamic ion funnels for focusing ions both before and after the drift tube,[12,
21, 22] as well as an “hourglass” ion funnel trap[23] for storing and modulating ion pulses
into the uniform field drift region.[24] Noteworthy is that the three proteins evaluated in this
study were initially utilized by Smith and coworkers to characterize the first electrodynamic
ion funnel described in the literature.[25] In addition to the extensive use of ion funnel
technology, the instrument also supports temporal multiplexing based on pseudorandom
sequences,[26, 27] and 4-dimensional feature finding algorithms for mining LC-IM-MS
data,[28] which are all based on technologies developed at PNNL.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation
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Protein standards: ubiquitin from bovine erythrocytes, cytochrome c and myoglobin from
equine heart were obtained as lyophilized powders (Sigma Aldrich). All standards were
reconstituted as received in high purity water and stored at ca. -4 °C before further dilution.
Initial stock solutions of 1 mg/ml of all proteins were prepared in 18 MΩ deionized water
(Milli-Q, Millipore). Myoglobin sample was in addition dialyzed overnight (Slider-A-Lyzer
Dialysis Cassettes) to remove excess salts. Two sets of analytical stock solutions at ca. 1
ug/mL were prepared in aqueous buffered (high pH) and organic acidified (low pH) solution
conditions. All buffered samples were prepared in 20 mM ammonium acetate (77.08 g/mol,
≥ 99% purity, Fisher Scientific), whereas samples in the organic solvents were prepared in
50 % methanol/50 % water with 0.2 % formic acid. High purity water, methanol (optima
LC-MS grade, Fisher Scientific) and formic acid (≥ 99% purity, VMD International Ltd.)
Int J Mass Spectrom. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 April 01.
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were used as received from the vendors. The pH of each prepared sample solution was
measured using a pH meter (SevenEasy, Mettler-Toledo, Columbus, OH), and corresponded
to a pH range between 2.7 and 3.8 for acidic organic samples and a pH range between 6.5
and 6.7 for aqueous buffered samples. The pH values were measured after all experiments to
minimize contamination due to sample carryover.
2.2 Instrumentation and Experimental Parameters
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The instrument utilized in this work is a commercial IM-MS instrument based on a drift tube
ion mobility spectrometer interfaced to a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Ion Mobility QTOF MS 6560, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).[29, 30] A schematic of the Agilent
IM-MS platform is contained in Figure 1. Ions were produced by positive mode nanoelectrospray ionisation (nESI, G1992A Nanospray, Agilent) configured in the orthogonal
orientation (Figure 1A). Borosilicate glass emitters were prepared in-house for nESI using a
laser-based micropipette puller (Model P-2000, Sutter Instrument Company, Novato, CA,
USA) and then filled with ca. 10μL of sample solution by means of gel micro-loading tips
(Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Following nESI, ions are directed orthogonally by a
counter electrode into a resistively coated single-bore glass capillary. The glass capillary
entrance defines the nESI spray field which allows for the glass emitter to be operated at
ground potential, while the exit end of the ion transfer capillary within the vacuum system
(Figure 1B) can be biased as high as ca. 2100 V. This facilitates high voltage operation of the
drift tube. The distance of the sample emitter from the counter electrode and the spray shield
was adjusted to provide an optimum spray, as determined by the spray stability and
maximum ion counts. The ion source drying gas was nitrogen operated at a flow rate of 13
L/min at ambient temperature (25 °C) to minimize unfolding effects, as previously noted.
[16] Ions exiting the resistive capillary are transferred through ion optics into a tandem ion
funnel interface incorporating a high-pressure (4.3 to 4.8 Torr) transmission ion funnel
(Figure 1C) followed by a trapping ion funnel (Figure 1D) which incorporates a dual-grid
ion gate. Briefly, the trapping ion funnel allows for the accumulation and modulation of ions
into temporally narrow ion packets which are gated into the drift tube. Experimental
parameters for the tandem ion funnel configuration were as follows: high-pressure funnel
radio-frequency (RF) of 80 Vpp (peak-to-peak) at 1.5MHz, and 150 V DC, trapping funnel
RF of 80 Vpp at 1.2 MHz, 120 V DC. The drift tube (Figure 1E) is a uniform field DC-only
design of 78.24 cm total length.[31] The drift tube was operated at ambient (ca. 298 K)
temperature, while the pressure of IM drift gas (high purity helium or nitrogen, UHP 5.0
grade) was maintained at 3.95 Torr using a vendor-supplied gas control kit (alternate gas kit,
Agilent) which consists of a gas flow controller (Figure 1F) monitoring an absolute pressure
transducer (CDG-500, Agilent). Upon exiting the drift region, ions are refocused axially by
means of a rear ion funnel (Figure 1G) operated with an RF of 80 Vpp at 1.2 MHz and a 100
V DC. Ions exit the rear funnel into a differential pressure interface region where they are
transferred via a resistively coated hexapole ion guide (Figure 1H). Following the hexapole,
ions are introduced into a modified quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (QTOFMS), which consists of a quadrupole mass analyser (Figure 1I), a hexapole collison cell
(Figure 1J), and a beam compressor with combined shaping and steering optics (Figure 1K),
prior to reaching the TOF analyser (Figure 1L–N). MassHunter software was utilized for all
data acquisition (IM-MS Data Acquisition) and 2D IM-MS data processing (IMS Browser).
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CCS measurements were obtained within a mass window between m/z 50 and 3200,
although the instrument was also tuned to high mass transmission mode (m/z 10,000) in
order to evaluate the presence of multimers and low charge state analytes, which were not
observed under these experimental conditions. Multimers were observed at higher sample
concentration (~100 ug/mL) which appear within the m/z ranges of the monomers, however,
these signals were far removed from the primary ATDs of the monomer, and so could be
accounted for. Specifically, at high sample concentrations, multimer ATDs appear at lower
and higher drift times from the monomer ATDs due to post-mobility dissociation of singlycharged, and multiply-charged aggregates, respectively.
2.3 Experimental Conditions for Alternative Drift Gases
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An extensive screening of experimental parameters (voltages and pressures) was performed
to attain an optimal signal (highest resolution of conformers) and good DTCCS measurement
reproducibility in each of the drift gases utilized. The gas purity within the drift tube
(especially when operating in helium) was ensured by careful optimization of the gas
pressure difference between the tandem ion funnel interface and drift tube, which affects the
degree of source gas intrusion (primarily nitrogen) into the IM stage as previously noted.[32,
33] Gas intrusion into the drift tube manifests as higher drift times for helium operation,
which results in erroneously high DTCCSHe values. Specifically, the drift tube is operated at
an elevated pressure with respect to the ion funnel trap region, with a pressure differential of
greater than ca. 150 mTorr for nitrogen and 230 mTorr for helium. Because of different
Paschen electrical discharge limits between nitrogen and helium, the drift potential was
operated between 850 to 1450 V for nitrogen (E/N ratio of 9 to 15 Td), while for helium, a
reduced voltage range of 650 to 1250 V was utilized (E/N ratio of 7 to 13 Td). For helium, it
was found that dielectric voltage breakdown would occur at fields exceeding these values,
which manifested as excessive spectral noise at the low m/z region of the IM-MS spectra.
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An additional consideration when operating with helium drift gas is that lower resolving
powers are accessible in contrast to nitrogen, and to achieve optimal helium resolving
powers require smaller temporal ion gate widths. For example, in nitrogen, the highest IM
resolving powers are obtained at a temporal gate width between 150 and 200 μs, whereas
helium requires gate widths between 100 and 150 μs. This is a consequence of the higher
mobility of ions in helium, and this observation has been previously discussed in detail.[30]
In some cases, the gate width is increased to enhance sensitivity at a cost of resolving power,
which allows CCS measurements for low abundance signals (e.g., low and high m/z ions) to
be obtained, as well as to enhance the signal-to-noise for minor protein conformers. Finally,
there is evidence of higher sensitivity in helium than nitrogen, which is attributed to
increased helium gas intrusion into the ion funnel trap, allowing it to operate more
efficiently, as previously noted.[34]
2.4. Optimization of Parameters to Produce Compact CCS Populations
A goal of native mass spectrometry is to preserve tertiary protein structure in order to probe
complex topology and dynamics,[35] where the experimental parameters are selected
systematically to achieve optimum signal while avoiding any instrument-induced structural
transitions. During preliminary experiments, it was observed that more gentle ion source and
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ion transfer conditions resulted in a transition of low charge state IM populations to more
compact CCS values, which is interpreted as the ions forming compact conformers in the
gas-phase. Compact conformations were observed with the three ion funnels (high pressure,
trapping, and rear) operating at a low RF amplitude of 80 Vpp. Below this value, ion
transmission drops sharply and useful signal is difficult to obtain. As can be expected, the
trapping ion funnel had the most drastic effect on protein conformational populations, and
while the RF amplitude of the high pressure and rear ion funnels did not appear to affect the
CCS values measured, these were nonetheless kept low (80 Vpp) to ensure that minimal ion
heating was occurring. In addition to low RF values, the ionization source was operated at a
low drying gas temperature of 25 °C, and the nESI emitter potential was operated in the
range of 1000–1200 V. Under these conditions, sensitivity was low but suitable IM-MS
spectra could still be obtained.
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2.5. Collison Cross Section Measurements
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For mostly or completely resolved IM peak features, the centroid drift time value obtained
from IM-MS Browser (Agilent) is used for the CCS calculations. For partially-resolved
features, drift times were manually extracted once these features were confirmed to be
reproducible across all drift fields. We note that it is not always possible to obtain CCS
values for partially-resolved features due to a previously-observed loss in fine structure
resolution at the higher drift fields surveyed,[33] thus, the number of features observed in
the drift profile data does not necessarily correspond to the number of CCS values reported.
The experimental drift times obtained from the IM peak profiles are uncorrected as they
represent both the time ions take to traverse the drift tube and the transit time of ions spent
outside the drift region (the non-mobility flight time), the latter representing ion transit
through the interfacing IM-MS ion optics and MS. The non-mobility time component is
determined from a plot of measured drift times versus the inverse drift voltage, referred to as
a stepped-field method,[31] where a linear fit to the data will specify the value of the nonmobility time (y-intercept). This non-mobility time is subtracted from the uncorrected drift
time to provide the corrected ion mobility drift time. These calculations are performed in the
vendor supplied software (IM-MS Browser, Agilent). Subsequently, the rotationallyaveraged gas-phase CCS is determined using the fundamental low field ion mobility
equation (Mason-Schamp relationship), where drift gas parameters are corrected to standard
conditions of temperature (276.15 K) and pressure (760 Torr). Aside from different drift
field ranges, the procedure for determining DTCCS for helium and nitrogen is the same.
2.6. Calculation of Theoretical Collision Cross Sections
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X-ray crystallography structures were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank for ubiquitin
(1UBQ), cytochrome c (1HRC), and myoglobin (1VXG), and hydrogen atoms were added
to each structure using XLEaP in the AMBER Software Suite.[36] The projected
superposition approximation (PSA) method developed by Bowers and coworkers [37–40]
was utilized to determine the theoretical CCS of the proteins in both helium and nitrogen
drift gas from their crystal structure coordinates.
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3. Results
3.1. Mass Spectra
When sprayed under both organic (red) and aqueous buffered (blue) conditions, all three
proteins (ubiquitin, cytochrome c, and myoglobin) exhibit a broad distribution of low m/z
signals under acidic organic conditions, and a narrow distribution of high m/z peaks under
buffered conditions (Figure 2). Under both sets of solution phase conditions, a continuous
series of protein charge states (Z) is observed for ubiquitin (3≤Z≤16), cytochrome c
(4≤Z≤24), and myoglobin (6≤Z≤30), which allows a broad range of CCS values to be
mapped for each protein. The highest charge states were only observed under high
sensitivity settings (see section 2.3). Myoglobin (Figure 2C) contains a noncovalently bound
heme group (m/z 616) which is only retained under buffered conditions (the holo form).
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3.2. Ion Mobility Distributions
The IM spectrum for each charge state was extracted and aligned to their corresponding
measured CCS values using a “single-field” drift time-CCS relationship which has been
described previously. [31, 32] This allows IM spectra to be compared in CCS space for
important relationships which may otherwise not be observed when evaluating raw drift time
distributions.[33] IM spectra for all observed charge states in both helium and nitrogen drift
gas are included in supporting information for ubiquitin (Figure S1), cytochrome c (Figure
S2), and myoglobin (Figure S3).
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Figures 3, 5, and 7 contain the gas-specific IM spectra for selected charge states of ubiquitin,
cytochrome c, and myoglobin, respectively. The dark traces correspond to acidic organic
solvent conditions (pH ~3), and light traces correspond to IM spectra obtained from aqueous
buffered conditions (pH ~6.6). For myoglobin (Figure 5), the light traces represent the holo
form. These IM distributions are qualitatively reproducible under the same experimental
conditions, however, it is noted that minor changes in the relative heights of different ion
features are observed across different experimental acquisitions, which indicates that the
relative populations of conformers are sensitive to small changes in experimental conditions,
such as spray voltage and tip morphology, as well as gas pressures in the transfer optics.
3.3 Drift Tube CCS Measurements
DTCCS
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results from this study and from the literature are summarized for ubiquitin (Figure
4), cytochrome c (Figure 6), and myoglobin (Figure 8) for both helium and nitrogen drift
gases. Error bars are included for the current CCS measurements (black filled circles) and
represent the standard deviation obtained from replicate measurements. In most cases, the
error bars are on the same size scale as the data points. While there have been numerous
CCS measurements reported for these proteins from various IM techniques (e.g., TWIMS,
TIMS, and FAIMS), only drift tube literature values are included in these analyses. A
complete summary of CCS values obtained in this study and figures comparing these values
to all known previously-published measurements are provided in the supporting information
(Figures S4 to S6, Tables S1 to S4).
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4. Discussion
The broad ranges of protein charge states observed in this work are noteworthy in that no
specific strategies were used to generate low (e.g., charge reduction reactions, MALDI) or
high (e.g., supercharging solvents) charge state populations. This observation is attributed to
the high sensitivity ion funnels incorporated into the IM-MS utilized for these
measurements. The ability to observe these low abundance charge states is particularly
advantageous in that previous studies have demonstrated that gas-phase ion chemistry can
have a significant effect on the conformer populations observed in ion mobility.[9, 41, 42]
4.1 Comparison of Helium and Nitrogen Conformational Space
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In general, the IM spectra for the three proteins (Figures 3, 5 and 7) exhibit the same
structural features in both helium and nitrogen drift gas. Similarities in the ion mobility
distributions can be seen at the high and low charge states, where structural transitions are
minimal. At the intermediate charge states where IM distributions differ, there are common
features across both sets of gas-specific spectra. Nitrogen drift spectra are measured at a
slightly higher resolving power than the helium spectra (ca. 60 versus 45, respectively, as
determined from singly-charged calibrant ions), for reasons fundamental to the different
mobilities in these gases.[30] This higher resolving power does not improve resolution of the
broad IM distributions observed at intermediate and low charge states, but does result in
better resolution of narrow CCS features at low and high charge states, notably ubiquitin +4,
+10 and +11, cytochrome c +10, and myoglobin +7. This observation supports previous
conclusions that the intermediate charge states for these proteins, where unfolding is
observed, are comprised of numerous unresolved conformers. Descriptions of
commonalities between spectra obtained in the different drift gases, as well as comparisons
to the literature are discussed in the following sections for each protein.
4.2 Ubiquitin
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From the body of IM-MS work published on the ubiquitin protein system, it is understood
that this protein is characterized by three general structural regions in the gas-phase: a broad
distribution of conformers at low CCS (compact region, or “C” state) which are stable under
low energy conditions, an intermediate distribution (partially folded, or “P” state) which
appears under moderate ion activation conditions, and a series of high CCS peaks (unfolded,
or “U” state) which are sharp and appear as a result of the protein unfolding.[9, 17, 43, 44]
In this study, a balance of experimental conditions was selected, which allows partiallyfolded conformers to be observed while retaining the sensitivity of the instrument to observe
low abundance signals. Bowers and coworkers have shown that in a drift tube instrument
configured similar to the one used in this work (i.e., nESI with ion funnel transfer to a drift
tube), the folded conformers of ubiquitin can be observed at high abundance relative to the
other conformers if special care is taken to impart minimal energy to the ions.[43] In this
current study, only ubiquitin +7 measured in nitrogen demonstrates the simultaneous
population of all three structural regions, and here these features are only partially-resolved,
presumably due to an ensemble of unresolved conformers existing at the intermediate CCS
values. In general, for each charge state it appears that more folded conformers are observed
in nitrogen than in helium, which would suggest that more ion heating is occurring under the
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conditions in which helium operates. This is likely due to the lower pressure operation of the
ion trap needed to ensure gas purity in helium, which leads to a higher ion energy (higher
E/N) prior to the drift tube. Overall, specific IM distributions observed here are consistent
with the findings reported in the literature, with mostly folded conformers observed at low
charge states (+4 to +6), broad distributions at intermediate charge states (+7 to +9), and
narrow distributions of conformers again at high charge states (+10 and up). Charge states
+10 to +12 are bimodal or have partial shoulder features. Ubiquitin +5 was reported in one
previous account as bimodal by Clemmer and coworkers,[45] which correlates to the partial
tail observed in this work. No direct electrospray observations have been previously
published for ubiquitin +4 or +3, presumably due to the challenges associated with
observing these charge states at high abundance. Ubiquitin +4 has been shown to exist as a
single distribution when formed using charge-reduction ion chemistry,[9, 46] whereas at
least two conformer populations are observed here. A bimodal distribution for ubiquitin +3
is also observed (Figure S1), which has not been previously reported.
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Figure 4 compares all of the ubiquitin CCS values obtained in this present study (N=55,
Table S1) with drift tube measurements published in the literature for helium and nitrogen
(N=207).[9, 16, 45–53] An extended comparison which includes CCS measurements from
other IM techniques (e.g., TWIMS, TIMS, FAIMS) is included as a supplemental figure
(Figure S4). This current study includes the first DTCCSN2 values reported for ubiquitin +3,
+4, +15, and +16. The majority (79%) of DTCCS measurements have been obtained in
helium drift gas.[54] In general, the CCS values obtained here correlate well with other
measurements. For example, over 50 individual CCS values have been reported each for
ubiquitin +11 and +10 (histograms, Figure 4C), and values obtained in this study fall near
the center of the distribution of these measurements (black bars, Figure 4C). The scatter of
data in both Figure 4A, 4B, and S4 demonstrate that similar conformational landscapes are
sampled in all studies. For helium, there is a slight bias of current measurements to high
CCS for the intermediate charge states (ubiquitin +7 and +8), which suggests the helium
conditions used in this work may be contributing to some amount of protein unfolding. In
contrast, the nitrogen measurements (Figure 4B) are highly consistent with published data.
The horizontal lines in Figures 4A and 4B correspond to the theoretical CCS values obtained
from the X-ray crystal structure. A charge-state specific comparison is provided in Table S4.
As has been previously demonstrated for proteins, the gas-phase CCS values of the lower
charge states tend to be more compact than what is predicted from the crystal structure.[55]
This observation is consistent in both drift gases.
4.3 Cytochrome C
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Prior work has indicated that cytochrome c exhibits similar charge-state specific unfolding
behaviour as ubiquitin when electrosprayed, with unfolding corresponding to a transition
from low to high CCS, although the number of structural populations observed by IM-MS
for cytochrome c appears to be higher.[6, 7, 56] Here, a broad range of conformers is
observed for the majority of cytochrome c charge states (Figure 5), consistent with previous
findings. As with ubiquitin, the unfolded conformers at high CCS are characterized with
narrow distributions, which are predominant at the higher charge states starting with
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cytochrome c +12. The unfolded features at high CCS are bimodal in most of the spectra.
There is also a large number of folded and partially-folded features observed for cytochrome
c +9 to +16 which have not been extensively reported in previous studies. It is unclear if this
is due to the challenges associated with forming folded conformers for these higher charge
states. In one exception, Barran and coworkers reported partially-folded conformers of
cytochrome c +11, which could be unfolded to high CCS by operating a drift tube at
temperatures in excess of 400K.[57] For the low charge states, cytochrome c +7 and +6 are
observed as single distributions which are presumed to be mostly folded. Cytochrome c +6
in helium exhibits a bimodal distribution, whereas cytochrome c +5 (Figure S2) is bimodal
when measured in both drift gases. The IM spectra for cytochrome c +4 was also obtained
with poor signal-to-noise, but also appears to be bimodal in nitrogen drift gas, where
resolving powers are higher (Figure S2). The differences in the spectra between helium and
nitrogen are difficult to interpret. Unlike ubiquitin, more compact conformers appear in
helium than nitrogen for cytochrome c, although it is unclear which gas-phase structures are
more energetically stable as no energy-resolved IM spectra were obtained in this current
study.
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In Figure 6, the DTCCS values obtained in this work for cytochrome c (N=94, Table S2) are
compared with values reported in the literature for helium (Figure 6A) and nitrogen (Figure
6B) drift gases (N=146).[7, 12, 48–51, 57–62] An extended literature comparison for
cytochrome c is provided in Figure S5. Again, more DTCCS measurements (82%) have been
made in helium than in nitrogen. In both drift gases, the higher CCS values for each charge
state correlate well with values reported in the literature (c.f., Figure 6C), however
significantly more low CCS features are observed in this study for cytochrome c +10 and
higher. CCS values for cytochrome c +21 and higher have not been previously reported from
drift tube measurements. Interestingly, for the higher charge states, cytochrome c exhibits
the same decrease in CCS in response to charge as seen in ubiquitin, with a decrease in the
CCS-to-charge slope observed in the plots in Figure 6.
The theoretical CCS values obtained from the cytochrome c x-ray crystal structure are
projected as horizontal lines in Figure 6A and 6B. As with ubiquitin and other protein
systems, the gas-phase CCS of lower charge states (here, cytochrome c +6 and +7) correlate
the closest to the solution phase structure. The lowest charge states exhibit more compact
structures than what the crystal structure predicts. Charge reduction studies from Badman
and coworkers and MALDI measurements from Russell, McLean, and coworkers
collectively demonstrate that cytochrome c +1 to +5 exhibit similar CCS values (Figure 6A).
[50, 60, 61]
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4.4 Myoglobin
The IM spectra and DTCCS values for myoglobin in its apo form was first described by
Shelimov and Jarrold for the +4 to +20 cations, which demonstrated a broad unfolding
transition between +6 and +10.[8, 56] More recent studies from Fernandez-Lima and
coworkers noted multiple unfolded and partially folded conformers for apomyoglobin
charge states from +9 to +13 and holomyoglobin +9, whereas a single distribution was
observed for apomyoglobin +14 to +19 and holomyoglobin +8.[63, 64] In this present work,
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myoglobin in its apo form was observed with multiple CCS features between +10 and +15 in
both drift gases, similar to the observations from Fernandez-Lima and coworkers (Figure 7).
The broad, asymmetric distributions observed for the intermediate charge states indicate that
numerous conformers exist in these intermediate, partially folded regions of cross section
space. In contrast, the higher charge states of apomyoglobin (+19 and up) are all
characterized by a single, narrow peak, which suggests that the unfolded states of myoglobin
exist as a narrow distribution of conformers. The low charge state measurements for
holomyoglobin (+6 to +9) are characterized by a mostly folded distribution of conformers
existing at low CCS. Holomyoglobin +7 is bimodal, and there is some evidence of at least
two conformer populations also existing for holomyoglobin +6. These observations of
multiple distributions at low charge state have not been previously reported for myoglobin.
Regarding the differences observed in helium versus nitrogen, myoglobin exhibits complex
behaviour. In most cases, lower CCS features are observed in helium, notably the +10, +11
and +13 charge states. This is more consistent with the results from cytochrome c, however,
higher charge states (+15 to +20) demonstrate compact conformers (lower CCS features) in
nitrogen. The original IM studies from Jarrold and coworkers indicated that myoglobin
conformers have a preference for folding to lower CCS under high energy conditions,[8]
which would support the observations made for ubiquitin that ion heating is occurring under
helium conditions in this work.
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A comparison of DTCCS measurements for myoglobin from this study (N=117) and the
literature (N=117) are contained in Figure 8 (and Figure S6 for other IM techniques) and
demonstrate approximately the same conformational landscapes for the unfolded conformers
at high charge states.[12, 18, 48, 50, 65] 71% of the literature CCS measurements for
myoglobin were obtained in helium. Figure 6C contains the distribution analysis for two
selected charge states of myoglobin (+13 and +14), however, the low numbers of reported
DTCCS values (N=9 and N=7, respectively) limit the information which can be derived
He
from these projections. For the intermediate charge states where the unfolding transitions
occur (myoglobin +7 to +12), previous CCS measurements in both helium and nitrogen are
broadly distributed across a ca. 800 Å2 range, with current measurements falling at the lower
end of these values, indicating more compact conformers in these experiments. CCS values
for apomyoglobin +27 to +31 (Table S3) have not been previously reported.. The observed
differential increase in CCS with increasing number of charges gives rise to an “S” shaped
conformational landscape for myoglobin, and this behavioris consistent with what is
observed for ubiquitin and cytochrome c. A notable “dip” in the conformational landscape is
observed at the higher charge states, particularly for the myoglobin +24 to +29 and the
cytochrome c +19 to +23 regions. For all three proteins, the CCS change relative to charge
state is approximately linear at the low and high charge state ranges, which is evidence of a
gradual expansion of the gas-phase structure in response to increasing charge density.
However, the abrupt change in CCS observed at the intermediate charge states is evidence
that a Coulombic disruption of intermolecular forces is occurring in these protein systems.
Finally, the theoretical CCS value obtained from the X-ray crystal structure of myoglobin
(horizontal line in Figure 8) lies along the same general region of the conformational
landscape sampled in both drift gases, which correlates closest to the experimental CCS
obtained for holomyoglobin +7, +8, and +9 (Table S4). This is consistent with previous
Int J Mass Spectrom. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 April 01.
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observations using theoretical CCS values obtained from the trajectory method which also
used the X-ray crystal structure.[64]

5. Conclusions
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The work presented here represents the most comprehensive survey of CCS measurements
reported to date for the three well-studied proteins ubiquitin, cytochrome c, and myoglobin.
Quantitative CCS findings are in general agreement with the body of work published on
these proteins, which is remarkable given the high degree of structural heterogeneity that
these proteins exhibit in the gas-phase. As noted by others, the specific conformer
populations observed for each charge state are strongly dependent on the energy imparted on
the ions prior to their measurement by ion mobility, and when care is taken to minimize ion
heating, proteins tended to adopt compact CCS values. In general, the experimental
parameters needed to operate with helium drift gas on this IM-MS platform (notably, high
pressure differential prior to ion introduction into the drift tube) likely result in more ion
heating due to a higher E/N value in the region, which manifests as more unfolded
conformers observed for the intermediate protein charge states. While it is possible to
operate the IM-MS instrumentation used in this work under conditions which minimize ion
heating even further, such settings result in low instrument sensitivity and are generally not
conducive to the type of comprehensive surveys focused on for this study. A report on more
gentle instrument settings as well as an energy-resolved conformational survey of these
proteins will be the subject of future studies. Specific solution-phase strategies to stabilize
folded protein conformers may also help offset these instrumental ion heating effects.[66]
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These broad and comprehensive studies are made possible by the advances in IM-MS
instrumentation over the past few years. It is anticipated that the IM distributions (117
unique spectra) and corresponding CCS values (N=266) published in this current study will
be useful for future researchers interested in using these proteins for their respective studies.
In a more general sense, such data-intensive studies are critical for formulating generalized
observations regarding the behaviour of anhydrous proteins as well as deriving practical
information regarding the analytical measurements of such systems.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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IM-MS

Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry

CCS

Collision Cross Section

DTCCS

Drift Tube Collision Cross Section value

TWCCS

Traveling Wave Collision Cross Section value

DC

Direct Current (i.e., Electrostatic)

E/N

Field-to-Number Density Ratio (in Townsend Units)

ESI

Electrospray Ionization

FAIMS

Field Asymmetric Ion Mobility Spectrometry

MALDI

Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization

PSA

Projected Superposition Approximation

RF

Radio Frequency (i.e., Electrodynamic)

TIMS

Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometry

TWIMS

Traveling Wave Ion Mobility Spectrometry

Vpp

Peak-to-Peak Voltage

Z

Ion Integer Charge State
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Highlights
•

Evaluation of an ion mobility-mass spectrometer for mapping protein
conformations.

•

Conformational landscape differences between helium and nitrogen drift
gases.

•

Over 260 helium and nitrogen cross section values measured for three
proteins.

•

Findings are compared to 470 cross section values from the literature.

•

Structural preferences of previously unmeasured protein charge states are
reported.
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Figure 1.

A schematic of the instrumentation used in this work with main components annotated. The
ion beam path is highlighted in black.
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Figure 2.

The mass spectra observed for (A) ubiquitin (8,566 Da), (B) cytochrome c (12,359 Da), and
(C) myoglobin (apo 16,951 Da; holo 17,567 Da) electrosprayed from both acidic organic
(pH ~3, red traces) and aqueous buffered (pH ~6.6, blue traces) solution conditions. For
myoglobin, the charge states labeled “holo” correspond to ions which retain the heme group
(616 Da). Note that each mass spectrum represents two overlaid traces, each of which is
normalized to the maximum ion abundance (y-axis).
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Figure 3.

Extracted ion mobility spectra for selected charge states of the ubiquitin protein system
measured in (A) helium and (B) nitrogen drift gas. The higher charge states (+7 to +10, dark
traces) represent spectra obtained in organic solution (pH ~3), whereas the lower charge
states (+4 to +6, light traces) correspond to spectra measured under aqueous buffered
solution conditions (pH ~6.6). The dotted traces appearing in some of the spectra are scaled
on the y-axes by a factor of 10 in relative intensity.
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Figure 4.
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Summary of the ubiquitin CCS values obtained in this work (black filled circles) with drift
tube measurements published in the literature for (A) helium, and (B) nitrogen drift gases.
Error bars are from replicate measurements (between 2 and 5) and are mostly covered by the
size of the data points. Panel (C) contains the distributions of helium CCS literature values
for the +10 and +11 charge states (bracket in panel A) with measurements from this study
(dark bars). The horizontal lines in panels A and B indicate theoretical CCS values obtained
from the X-ray crystal structure using the PSA method. Literature references can be found in
the text.
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Figure 5.

Ion mobility spectra for selected charge states of cytochrome c obtained in (A) helium and
(B) nitrogen drift gas. The higher charge states (+9 to +13, dark traces) were obtained in
acidic organic solution (pH ~3), whereas the lower charge states (+6 to +8, light traces) were
measured under aqueous buffered solution conditions (pH ~6.6). Dotted traces are scaled by
a factor of 10 in relative intensity.
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Figure 6.
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A summary of cytochrome c CCS values obtained in this work (black filled circles) with
drift tube results published in the literature for (A) helium, and (B) nitrogen drift gases.
Error bars at mostly covered by the data points. Panel (C) contains the distributions of
helium CCS literature values for the +9 and +10 charge states (bracket in panel A) where
CCS bins containing values from this current study are highlighted in black. The horizontal
lines in panels A and B indicate theoretical CCS values obtained from the X-ray crystal
structure using the PSA method. Literature references can be found in the text.
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Figure 7.

Ion mobility spectra for selected charge states of myoglobin measured in (A) helium and (B)
nitrogen drift gases. The dark traces (+9 to +13) correspond to spectra obtained under acidic
organic solution conditions (pH ~3), whereas the light traces (+6 to +8) were obtained under
aqueous buffered solution conditions (pH ~6.6).
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Figure 8.

Summary of myoglobin CCS values obtained in this work (black filled circles) with drift
tube results published in the literature for (A) helium, and (B) nitrogen drift gases. In both
panels, CCS values for charge states +8 and lower correspond to the holo form. Error bars
are mostly covered by the data points. Panel (C) contains the distributions of helium CCS
literature values for the +13 and +14 charge states (bracket in panel A) where CCS bins
containing values from this current study are highlighted in black. The horizontal lines in
panels A and B indicate theoretical CCS values obtained from the X-ray crystal structure
using the PSA method. Literature references can be found in the text.
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